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Wrapping Up '22:
BY VICE PRESIDENT BRYNN K.

Congrats! As we wrap up this holiday
season, give yourselves a pat on the back,
you've earned it. Continuing with our FFA
practices and competitions into the new
year means you have to put in even more
hardwork and dedication. And as you may
know, Mr. Hepton says, "Be Better."
 But don't worry, you all have got this.
Stay tuned through your advisors and
these newsletters.  (Pictured Below:
Eastmont's Potato EvaluationTeam)
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JANURARY 10TH IS GENERAL MEETING IN
MS.  JULSON'S SHOP
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Important dates to Remember:

This year, Eastmont took 5 of its members to Moses Lake for the
State Potato Competition. State Potato ran exceptionally smooth
and overall members had a blast. Eastmont placed 37th out of 53
teams. This was one of the earliest competitions of the year, but
definitely not the last. FFA members, if you are interested in
joining the Potato Evaluation Team for our 2023-22 season, it
comes highly recommended. Potato Evaluation tests members'
knowledge of blemishes, placing classes, and seed potato classes.
Members must also give oral reasons on a set of potatoes to a
judge one-on-one. This competition kicks off many FFA
competitions to come. Stay tuned!

Competition Summaries:
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Nationally,
the FFA

recognizes
8,995

chapters!
 

Amazing Trap Practice:
By President Riggan S.

Having such an amazing community, our
kiddos at the Trap Club Practice were able
to shoot with Officer Cooper! Officer
Cooper is our Eastmont SRO for the Jr. High
and was able to shoot a few rounds with
our trap kids. Fun Fact: This was Officer
Cooper's first time shooting Trap Ever! He
did an amazing score of 5 out of 25.
Wenatchee World Newspaper even sent
some folks out to give some spotlight to the
trap team!

(Pictured Below: Eastmont FFA's Trap Team,
as seen in the Wenatchee World)



      

From Your Officers:
BY VICE PRESIDENT BRYNN K.

Treasurer Chloie T. responded:

President Riggan S. responded:

Vice President Brynn K wrote:

"Why did you join FFA?"

"I wanted to be a part of something that I would enjoy, and I
also wanted to make friends who were interested in the
same things as me!"

"My friend convinced me to attend one meeting with her
and it was something I enjoyed and decided to keep
pursuing. Best decision ever"

"I've never really asked myself this question. One day I
showed up in an AG room and it was all uphill from that
moment on. I've asked myself, "Why did I join FFA? I don't
have an exact answer for you. Maybe it was because I saw
my mom's old FFA jacket hanging up, or maybe it was to
help myself get out of my comfort zone. I can't recommend
this organization enough, it's truly going to stick with you
throughout your life."

"Life is hard for
two reasons:
because you

are leaving your
comfort zone,

or because you
are staying in

it"
 

-Unknown
Author
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WISE WORDS:
From your High School Officers


